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Tournament Regulations

Clarification of Double entry rule

 Any player found to have played in two tournaments during the same 
tournament week, will forfeit all ranking points earned during the week.

 Any player that leaves a tournament prior to his/her elimination from all 
entered events (Singles, Doubles and/or Consolation), or retires from a 
tournament for medical reasons, without a valid medical certificate (from 
the tournament doctor), will forfeit all ranking points won in all events at 
that tournament and be subject to the penalties set forth in the Code of 
Conduct

 Reason for the rule-
 Players are being denied the opportunity to gain ranking points where 

unnecessary walkovers are being awarded -a player must win a match to 
gain rankings points

 Tournament referees often find themselves having to manage a no-show 
or a late withdrawal after draws and schedules have been published and 
through no fault of theirs have to make late changes to the draw



Tournament Referee/official

• These rules can only be implemented effectively if 
tournament referees provide the relevant information

• Complete referee report and report on withdrawals and email 
to maria.kilkelly@tennisireland.ie before national rankings are 
updated the following Tuesday.

• Guidelines for match Supervision
 Off-court Supervisors guidelines- share this document with your court 

supervisors
 Player guidelines for matches without chair umpires- post this 

document on your tournament notice board

mailto:maria.kilkelly@tennisirealnd.ie


National Rankings

 The six best Singles results (by points) over a 52-week period count to a 
player’s national ranking, points from 52 weeks ago will automatically 
drop off a player’s rankings.

 Doubles rankings are now being calculated but will not be reliable for 
seeding purposes until 2016-2017 season. It is recommended that 
combined singles rankings are used until then.

Q -Why didn’t I get any points when I got through to the last 16 in a 
tournament?
This player was accepted into the main draw, got a bye in the first round 
and walkover in the second round, therefore no rankings points apply.

A player must win a match to receive ranking points



Tournament software-
new features

Tournament Organisers and referees

 Tournament admin privileges- apply to upgrade your admin rights so that you can avail of all 
available features on tournament planner when organising your tournament

New Features
 Player Validation

Under the tournament tab there’s an option to ‘validate players’ where a players details can be 
reconciled with their account details ie. member ID and DOB on the TI tournament software 
database. This can identify players with multiple accounts or incorrect member Ids

 Importing rankings
Under ‘player’ tab select ‘import rankings’ you’ll be asked to enter your login details and the option 
to use national junior rankings or Leinster Senior rankings , select the correct one for your event, 
and the rankings will fill in.

 Select seeds by national ranking
Click on the Ranking tab in the roster, the players will appear in ranking order, now double clicking 
on the top name and this will open a window in the roster to fill in the seeds by ranking order.



ITN Player rating system

The International Tennis Number is being introduced this 
year so that we have a nationally recognized rating 
system across the Four Provinces and internationally.

For this to succeed players must assign an ITN to their 
profile in tournament software and thereby be eligible to 
earn rating points.

To do this a player must log in to their account in 
ti.tournamentsoftware.com and in ‘overview’ on the left 
panel you can locate the ITN





When you click on ITN a brief explanation of the rating system is given and players are 
directed to the grid to complete a self-rating.



INTERNATIONAL TENNIS NUMBER (ITN) GUIDE FOR IRISH PLAYERS

It is envisaged that the first ITN calculations will run in November. 

For this to happen tournament organisers must begin by using the ITN to grade 
their events and players must assign themselves a starting ITN using the grid above



Tournament referees and organisers- apply for your tournament admin privileges 
so you can get the most from tournament planner.

Complete your referee & withdrawal report asap when your tournament is over 
and send it to maria.kilkelly@tennisireland.ie

National rankings- Player must win a match to gain ranking points.

Update your own profile to add your ITN and start using the ITN to grade your 
events, the guide for grading is on www.tennisireland.ie

Thank you for Listening
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